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Lee has been my go-to guy for search marketing advice for
almost ﬁve years now, and I don’t see that changing any time
soon. He has an encyclopaedic knowledge of search engine
optimisation (SEO), is obsessed with detail and knows
exactly how to explain his innovative techniques – and the
beneﬁts of them – clearly and concisely.
(Graeme Parton – Freelance Copywriter and Journalist)

I had the absolute pleasure of working with Lee in his capacity
as Head of SEO at a leading search agency. His passion for
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Lee.
(John McMurray-Williams – Sales Director – Innovate Creative)
I have been working with Lee for nearly 10 years in the ﬁeld of
SEO at a leading search marketing agency. During that time
I’ve seen Lee, as Head of SEO, build a successful specialist
search team and deliver winning SEO strategies across many
clients. The knowledge and experience he has to offer is
overwhelming, and there is much, seasoned digital marketers
or new, can learn from him.
(Dave Colgate – Senior SEO Specialist – Vertical Leap)
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This book is dedicated to the four people who never fail to motivate, inspire
and drive me towards all achievements in life: my wife Ayako, daughter Sophia,
and parents Cynthia and Douglas.
This is also written for and dedicated to the memory of family members lost over
the past few years.
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Foreword

When I ﬁrst started leading digital content and marketing teams in the early
2000s, I quickly acquired a passion for sharing practical advice, expertise and
helping others through my experiences.
This has driven me to communicate and distribute my expertise spanning
many of the most popular business, search, digital and marketing sites on the
Internet.
Over the past 151 years working in the marketing industry within senior
positions, I’ve had the privilege of driving many hundreds (likely thousands) of
integrated marketing projects, cross-channel marketing/content campaigns,
ongoing projects and long-term retainer bodies of work.
I have worked with some of the largest international businesses, brand new
start-up companies and hundreds of small- to medium-sized businesses (SMBs),
all bringing new challenges and opportunities to explore marketing content
approaches to deliver increased results.
The most common thread spanning all of this time collaborating with businesses regardless of scale, historical performance or budget, is that business,
marketing and wider user content can always deliver more.
In 2016, I created my ﬁrst solely authored book which has now launched into
international audiences (Tactical SEO: The Theory and Practice of Search Marketing), and ever since then have been planning to complete this guide, helping
businesses and practitioners generate business and marketing content that works.
This book empowers content professionals, marketing teams and practitioners
of all industries to take gut feel out of the content creation process and replace it
with something much more powerful and effective – data-driven insight.
Throughout this guide, you will be provided with everything you need to take
your marketing content to a higher level of contribution towards attaining and
exceeding your business goals and objectives.
This guide will improve and grow your data ecosystem to empower more
meaningful marketing content creation. You will also be able to identify,
understand and strengthen your business marketing content to make every word
you produce contribute more towards your aims and company aspirations.
Practical expertise is apportioned spanning the key marketing channels,
enabling you to target new and existing users regardless of medium or industry
with effective content. Added to this, everything is fuelled by data and expertise.
Common marketing content barriers are explored, plus tips are shared to help
you overcome the challenges being faced by most companies, plus you can see
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how to efﬁciently evaluate your content progress, set the right benchmarks for
your business goals, as well as report on your future content successes.
If you want to solidify your content success, gain ground on the top competing
businesses within your market and create unique marketing content differentiation, this book is for you.
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